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Abstract :  Historic stereotypical images were out of fashion when machoism and anti-heroism invaded literary circles through adventure 

novels, in which pirates can also be heroes. Similarly, when women had no history, stereotypical images of austere wife, lonely mother 

and deserted lady-love were celebrated. Sufferings were invoked through tragic novels.  Gradually, after the registration and exposure of 

recent history in terms of women’s everyday lives, women writers began exploring the psychological musings of women’s conscience. 

Githa Hariharan is one among renowned women writers who is known for her unique narrative techniques. She explores Devi’s (the 

protagonist) conscience that strives between conservative bounds and boundless imaginations in her debut novel The Thousand Faces of 

Night (1992). This paper attempts at extracting the rudimentary elements of the novel: psychological quests and imaginations that revolve 

to define womanhood. 

 

Index Terms - psyche, quest, imagination, feminism, womanhood. 
 

Devi, the protagonist of The Thousand Faces of Night has been told Indian mythical stories by her grandmother since childhood. 

Devi describes her grandmother as, “a wizened old woman, illiterate, and widowed in her early thirties” who was “totally devoid 

of any physical vanity” (TFN 25). The stories play significant role in the depiction of Devi’s character. Tripti Garg comments that 

“The Thousand Faces of Night is chiefly the story of Devi, the protagonist of the novel. But it is not Devi’s description alone that 

finds experience in it; the novelist has embedded so many other stories which are related to real life, to mythical page… as well” 

(60-61).  

 

The stories in the novel celebrate womanhood in which women have sacrificed their lives to fulfil their duties and desires. In some, 

women were also merciless to terminate others’ lives. Devi apprehends that burning passion inside women is the only driving force 

behind their perseverance to attain their destinations. The same kind of passion is instigated in Devi, who bounds to logically 

question some of the irrational myths. She says, “…I have always been foolish enough to ask a question” (Prelude). The quest in 

her moulds herself and most of the unanswered questions become the source of her endless imaginations. 

  

Devi remains a child who wishes to be dragged into the world of imagination. There is a constant conflict in Devi’s conscience 

while she tries to differentiate womanhood of what she heard and what she attained. Time and social variations are significant 

factors that predominantly influence her psyche. Damodar K. Rao observes the conceptual variation of womanhood in the following 

manner, “the inner consciousness of the Indian psyche and the social relations are based on the traditional image of ideal 

womanhood even in the changed context” (qtd. in Devi 200). Therefore, Devi’s character is introduced to the readers in ambivalent 

terms and turn to be highly ambiguous and disoriented during the course of the novel. The crux of the novel extracts a new identity 

of womanhood that undergoes “transformative adjustment between tradition and modernity, between desire and decision, with 

natural psychological stress associated with it” (qtd. in Nair 27) 

 

In this novel, Devi reconstructs the stories of her grandmother which “were perhaps never really hers” (Prelude). Whenever she 

questions about the women who were either abandoned by their husbands or vice versa, her grandmother answers through stories 

that are carefully drawn from various epics and myths. Devi finds it necessary to reconstruct the stories because she finds, or perhaps 

imagines that she conceives the remnants of all the characteristic features of its protagonists. In other words, she has also been 

influenced by the estranged women whom she met from time to time. However, Githa Hariharan only deals with Indian myths in 
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the novel, by apprehending these contrasting characters, she throws light not only upon the “deities of pure thought and spirituality 

who are superior to Mother Nature but also the sexually wicked Venus, Circe, Pandora, Medea, Eve, etc” (Chakraborty 46).  

 

Devi dreams of a life that resembles that of her ancestors who were brave enough to fight against wild beasts and control the five 

elements of nature. She imagines herself as a hunter trained by a descendent of mountains with the strong limbs of an ox. Devi’s 

fantasy develops further with an astounding life with a woodland youth with whom she bears children. Years later she fights against 

an ‘iron-like villain’ ferociously like a warrior to prove herself as a worthy disciple and then she perishes. Dan’s episode in Devi’s 

life, like that of the one with the woodland youth in her imaginations, is purely a dramatic and fantasized real time prelude to her 

experimental imaginations. Therefore,  

… Devi had clearly relegated this relationship to the blurred regions of fantasy. The purple-hued, velvety black 

of his skin; the dazzling white smile of his sensual teeth; the soft voice sometimes deliberately assuming the 

repetitious, singsong speech of the ironical black man flaunting his identity: all these were the tantalizing images 

of some alien mirage, some barely remembered dream of clandestine passion (TFN 3). 

 

Devi’s mother would be delighted to have her back home from abroad. She expresses her contented happiness through a long 

letter, in which she mentions that Devi can “make stopovers at London and Paris to complete her education” (TFN 7). However, 

“Devi was seized by an eagerness to see these cities she had read so much about, places she had dreamt about for years” (TFN 7), 

a feeling of duality preoccupies her. She feels “a piercing ache to see her mother. But equally powerful was a nameless dread she 

only partly acknowledged: the dread of the familiar love, stifling ad all-pervasive; of a world beyond her classroom and laboratory, 

charged with a more pungent uncertainty” (TFN 7). This expression shows that a grown-up girl’s experiments during the age of 

adolescence and aftermath should be terminated before entering the society as a woman.  

 

Ellen Dengel-Janic states that, “[F]eminist critics have argued that “woman” is produced by gendered discourses and thus is 

constructed according to dominant thoughts and ideologies that are present in a given culture” (Dengel-Janic 2). Githa Hariharan 

highlights this fact through various instances by drawing instructions to womanhood from epics and lives of ancestors. Devi knows 

from her grandmother that her mother Sita is an outstanding veena musician. But Devi has never seen her playing veena in her 

lifetime. When her grandmother explains about the incident that made Sita to abandon veena, she tells her the story of Gandhari.  

 

Gandhari wrapped her eyes with a piece of cloth on the day of her wedding that veiled her vision throughout life when she came 

to know about the bridegroom’s blindness. According to her grandmother, “‘Gandhari was not just another wilful, proud woman…. 

She embraced her destiny—a blind husband—with a self-sacrifice worthy of her royal blood’” (TFA 29). As she wilfully entered 

the world of darkness, her vision bore a special kind of power which had the capacity to protect her son Duryodana from death later. 

The aspect of royal or pure blood is again illustrated by Devi’s father-in-law. His gentle voice and philosophical musings with 

reference to Sanskrit literature once again dominated her like her grandmother’s stories.  

 

‘Devi,’ Baba said, ‘wherever you are, remember you are a Brahmin. You may not know it, but underneath that 

skin flows a fine-veined river of pure blood, the legacy of centuries of learning. 

‘“A Brahmin,” he said, the words of Manu giving his voice a new authority, “shrinks from honours as from 

poison; humility he covets as if it is nectar. The humble one sleeps happily, wakes up happily, and moves about 

in this world happily; he who has inflicted the humiliation perishes.” ’ (TFA 52)  

 

The lesson of Gandhari’s story to the world is that sacrifices, penance and perseverance would be rewarded worthily. When Sita 

drops a thing that she likes the most, she takes up the role of a dutiful daughter-in-law, a devoted wife and a responsible mother. 

The uttermost perfection in her works clears the way and helps her in attaining whatever she aims at. She influences the lives of 

Devi and her father. Even though Devi does not like the idea of coming back to India, she later identifies how she made her return 

just involuntarily. Devi realises that everything goes by her mother’s plan. The following lines describe the reason and also illustrate 

Sita’s capacity to handle things:  

She has always been a strong, self-willed woman; in my moments of anger I have thought her selfish. But the 

image of her alone by the sea teased me like a magnet. I saw, over and over again, her small, frail figure, so 

eloquently upright, the smooth, dark…. I heard the low, modulated voice, at once commanding and coaxing. I 

never dreamt of her as I did of my father, craving for a means to get closer to him. But she was always our anchor-

rock, never wrong, never to be questioned, a self-evident fact of our existence. (TFN 16) 

 

Devi poises herself with the qualities of the protagonists in the stories. She recalls Gauri’s story, a servant of her grandmother’s 

household. She was a typical young woman born and brought up in a village of Tamilnadu. She was waiting for a groom’s arrival 

for which she saved penny by penny and had bought some jewels. After her marriage, she did not remain as a devoted wife but 

indulged in an affair with her brother-in-law who had leucoderma which was slammed by everyone.  

Devi’s usual questions of why’s and why not’s on Gauri’s life were answered by her grandmother through the story of a beautiful 

woman, who was married to a snake – whom she accepted as her husband wholeheartedly. When she embraced her venom tongued 

husband with her good-fortuned hands, the scaly skin was ripped apart that resulted in his rebirth. After listening to this story, Devi 

was uncertain to identify the snake in Gauri’s life – whether her husband or her freakish lover. However, according to the specific 

theme of the grandmother’s stories, a life embraced with love and devotion would always be a blessed one. Devi resembles Gauri 

when she disappears from her husband’s house to seek asylum in Gopal’s music and love. Earlier she also resembles the woman 

who married a snake, which was seen when she worked too hard to serve as a host for Mahesh’s guests.  

 

Whenever Devi is ambiguous, she seeks answer from the stories of the ladies who inspired her. Rather than their features and 

characters, mysteries in their lives attracted Devi. Annapurna was Sita’s orphaned distant cousin who almost lived with them for a 
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year. Devi was having a good time with her and they themselves united as sisters. When Sita found that the relationship between 

her husband and Annapurna was growing tender, she grew envious and sent her out of their home. Annapurna’s influence on Devi 

is also a tempting factor that motivates her to leave Mahesh for Gopal. His features and illuminated passion conquer Devi who has 

been spending a monotonous life in Mahesh’s lonely household. When Devi is enwrapped by confusions about her newly found 

love, Annapurna appears in her dream and murmurs Gopal’s song in her ears. Only then she understands that as of now she is driven 

out of love and realises that she “must learn to love” (TFN 78).      

 

Devi has seen many young girls united with their spouses in a happy wedding. Even though the unification ceremony appears to 

be a happy one, the life that follows has always been an uncertain one. If something in their life goes wrong, be it health complaints 

or fatal incidents like death of someone in the family, the daughter-in-law of the family is blamed. Uma is one of Devi’s cousins, 

who happily started her married life. Devi witnessed that the young couple were longing to share intimate moments in affectionate 

terms. A few years later, Uma was sent home claiming that she was barren. Similar occurrence affects Devi’s life. When Mahesh  

finds that she is not impregnated even after a year and more, he undergoes a test to make sure that complication of sterility is not 

with him.  

 

When a girl is given in marriage, she is expected to bear child or children and raise them up with utmost devotion. However, it is 

inevitable to the womanhood, a woman who is incapable of giving birth to a child cannot be deliberately called as barren and 

shunned. Devi is puzzled by this stereotypical image which inculcates and preserves the same kind of demands for generations 

together. When Devi questions on the real time character Uma, her grandmother answers her through the story of Amba from 

Mahabharata. When Amba was not able to attain what she deserved, she avenged Bheeshma, who was the sole reason behind her 

miseries. Devi is also influenced by the enchanting story of brave Amba. Yet, she could not cultivate the qualities of Amba in her. 

She dares to leave her husband for another man but she herself is uncertain about her decisions. Therefore, she imitates Amba only 

in her fantasised vision but in real life, she remains weak throughout. Only weak women influence Devi, Ghandari’s determination 

and Amba’s will power has nothing to do with her ideologies or way of life.  

 

Mayamma is one more significant female character, who bears the aggregate sorrows of womanhood. Her life is a tragedy that is 

succumbed to tears. K. Ragini Devi presents a definite characteristic portrayal of Mayamma in her research article:  

She is portrayed as an ideal female character. As she could not find any alternative choice, she had to accept her fate, and though 

rude and offensive to it, she did not dare to put it a matter of issue and she lived her life according to what had been expected from 

her. Society turned out to be very cruel to a woman like Mayamma and she received its main blow as a daughter, a wife, a daughter-

in-law, a deserted woman and a mother.  

 

Mayamma has been a servant maid in Mahesh’s household when his mother had been its mistress. Parvati, Mahesh’s mother left 

the home handing over the duties to her. Devi is told by Mayamma that it was Parvati’s divine quest which driven her to drop all 

the worldly affairs and acquire sainthood. However, Parvatiamma did not influence Devi as much as Mayamma did with her 

practical wisdom. 

 

Sita learns from Mahesh that her daughter is found missing; she does not panic but remains calm. When Devi gathers strength to 

meet her mother and reaches her threshold, she hears veena music that dominates the atmosphere as Sita dominated the lives of her 

daughter and husband. However, the conclusion is open ended, it is apprehensive that Devi would learn from this high spirited 

woman – lives can be lived without sacrificing the desires, and perseverance matters a lot to communicate to the society that tries 

to interpret individuals by their actions with reference to the prejudices obtained from various sources. Devi who realised that “the 

time was right; if she did not act now, she would be forever condemned to drift between worlds, a floating island detached from the 

solidity of the mainland” (TFN 138), had “quickened her footsteps as she heard the faint sounds of veena, hesitant and childlike, 

inviting her into the house” (TFN 139).   

 

 One must be aware of the history of womanhood to explore Githa Hariharan’s The Thousand Faces of Night from a feminist point 

of view. Fortunately, or unfortunately, an Indian woman’s history is manifold but can only be extracted from myths until women 

writers pushed themselves to voice out the actualities of womenfolk. Therefore, “[A] distinction must be made here between the 

conscious use of history and its sub-conscious presentation” (Dhawan 10). The existing stereotypes of womanhood are only a 

warehouse to define womanhood and bound with strict demarcations with respect to societal norms and allegations. It is high time 

to understand the fact that attempts should be forbidden to define womanhood with any biased opinions. Githa Hariharan upholds 

this fact through this novel by counting upon the infinite characteristic features of a woman for whom a definite space is insufficient 

on any terms. In other words, “Githa Hariharan’s The Thousand Faces of Night challenges singular and unitary models of Indian 

culture from within the framework of such a women’s community” (Chanda et al. 59) 
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